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Consultingwerk Ltd. 

 Independent IT consulting organization 

 Focusing on OpenEdge and .NET 

 Located in Cologne, Germany 

 Vendor of tools and consulting programs 

 22 years of Progress experience (V5 … OE11) 

 GUI for .NET early adaptor (since 10/2006) 

 Recently started with iPhone/iPad development 
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 SmartComponent Library 

 WinKit 

 Dynamics4.NET 
 

 Tools can be used together or separately 

 Share common code base 
 

 SmartComponents.Mobile, 

SmartComponents.Web 

 SmartBPMAdapter for OpenEdge BPM/Savvion 

http://www.consultingwerk.de/ 

OpenEdge® application modernisation solutions 
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Smartphone and tablet platforms 

 Apple iPhone, iPad, iPod: iOS (Unix derivate, 
primarily Objective C), 300.000 Apps (Wikipedia) 

 (Google) Android: (Linux derivate, Java Code), 
250.000 Apps (Wikipedia) 

 Windows Phone 7, (.NET, C# Code, Silverlight), 
16.000 Apps (Wikipedia), tight partnership with 
Nokia, the only (relevant) OS vender left that 
does not sell mobile hardware 

 Blackberry, RIM, (Java code), 30.000 Apps 
(Wikipedia) 
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Web-Browser or native App? 

 Web-Browser portable, specialized AJAX toolkits 

 native Apps offer more „sizzle“ 

 full Hardware access: 

– navigation, camera(s), file system, … 

 integration with other applications on the device 

– Email, contacts, appointments, …, URL handler 

 offline access, SQL database 

 HTML5 improves things, but can it beat Apps? 

 network latency 

 push notifications 
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Steve Jobs on apps vs. browser 

 „From Steve Jobs and Bill Gates at D5“, All 

Things Digital conference, 2007, podcast 

available on iTunes 

 Interesting interview in general, here from 

minute 39:08 on 
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Apple AppStore 

 the official path for Apps onto iPhone and iPad 

 Apple Developer Program (annual fee, digital 

certificate management) 

 pretty restrictive 
– disallows the use of unsupported Apple APIs 

– no obnoxious contends, no redundant apps (???) 

– Apple wants a share of the revenue (30%) 

• purchase price of the Apps  

• in-App-purchase 

• media subscription (not applicable to business apps) 

 rules keep changing… 
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Apple AppStore 

 Apps need to be built using the latest SDK 

 AppStore does not allow JIT (just in time 

compilation), as typically used by Java or .NET 

VM’s 

 no code download like used by the .NET 

SmartClient or  Progress WebClient 

 Primarily to increase security, but it also 

increases Apple’s control and revenue stream 

 Android: relaxed on deployment, but already a 

paradise for malware, iOS pretty much free of 
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Apple iOS SDK 

 Development tools required to build, test and 

deploy iPhone, iPad (and iPod touch) applications 

 Cocoa touch framework(s) 

 Intel Mac only, OS-X, not available for Windows  

– it‘s not legal to virtualize OS-X on anything else 

than a Mac 

 each new iPhone, iPad so far came with a new 

SDK release and iOS release 

 iOS 5 current for iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 and 

iPhone 4S 

 iPhone and Android using Mono 12 



Apple iOS SDK 

 The SDK is required for all alternative iOS 

development tools as well 

 Apple developer account and subscription 

required to deploy application to test devices (up 

to 100 devices per developer) 

 test profiles are valid for 3 month, test App 

cannot be started longer, need to be rebuilt then 

 subscription fee (79,- €/99 US$ per year) 

 basically this fee is for the management of digital 

certificates 
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Apple X-Code 

 Apple‘s integrated development environment 

 X-Code 4: free download 

 Build and test OS-X and iOS Applications 

 integrated debugger 

 visual interface builder (XIB) 

 story-board-designer (new) 
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Objective C 

 Objective-C is a reflective, object-oriented 
programming language that adds Smalltalk-style 
messaging to the C programming language 
(Wikipedia) 

 Not at all similar to C++ 

 You either love it or hate it, some see it as the 
most modern language at all, other believe it’s 
something from the stone age, at least from the 80s 

 I tried to learn it, bought a Mac (Mac Mini), books 
and read a lot on the web. At the end of the 
weekend I knew, I wouldn’t love it 

 I wouldn‘t be able to use my knowledge elsewhere 
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Objective C 
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Interesting to know… 

 There is by default no Web Services stack in the 

iOS SDK/frameworks, many people seem to use 

open source frameworks for that purpose 

 For the UI design, a table is a cental element for 

data entry screens and lists 

 There is no graphical designer for a row layout, 

no data binding 

 Table programming requires to care a lot about 

the memory management (reuse of cell objects 

etc., memory leaks lead to frequent crashes) 
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Interesting to know… 

 simulator emulates the API‘s, not the hardware 

(different from e.g. the Pocket PC Simulator), 

especially on the iPad some known differences 

in behavior 

 MessageBoxes modal on the UI, but don’t stop 

code execution (no input blocking, WAIT-FOR) 

 Activity display (animated throbber) requires 

multi-threading (work done in background thread 

to allow UI to display animated throbber) 
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platform independent .NET? 
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Mono 

 Open-source implementation of the Microsoft 

CLR and C# specifications 

 Platform independent: Windows, Mac OS-X, 

Linux, Solaris, … 

 C# compiler, no VB.NET 

 Visual Studio like IDE: MonoDevelop 

 GUI, WinForms, native UIs, ASP.NET, 

Silverlight, DBs, … 

 Supported by Xamarin (formerly a Novell 

division), www.xamarin.com 
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„Microsoft Community Promise“ 

“Microsoft irrevocably promises not to assert any 

Microsoft Necessary Claims against you for 

making, using, selling, offering for sale, importing or 

distributing any implementation, to the extent it 

conforms to one of the Covered Specifications, …” 

– C# Language Specification 

– Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) 

– … 
 

 http://www.microsoft.com/interop/cp/default.mspx 

 Legally binding 
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Commercial products by Xamarin: 
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Frank Krueger, independent developer 

“C++ and Objective C are fine for doing UI implementations, 

but when it comes to talking to a network or a database that’s 

where they fall down,” says Krueger. “The iPad and the 

iPhone are mobile devices. When you use them, all you want 

to do is talk to databases and the network.” With MonoTouch, 

he says, it is a breeze to do both thanks to core libraries such 

as System.XML and System.Net. Developers also get the 

benefit of C#’s modern language features, including memory 

management, reflection, type safety, the popular LINQ 

(Language Integrated Query) … 

 

http://blog.xamarin.com/2011/10/26/java-to-ipad-in-2-months/ 
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MonoTouch / Mono for Android 

 Commercial development tools by the founders of 

the Mono project 

 Frequent updates, active community participation 

 Support forums 

 US$ 399,- per Developer without Enterprise 

deployment, US$ 999 for Enterprise deployment 

 1 year of updates and support included 

 Strong open-source community and forums 

 Apple iOS Developer Program and SDK required 

 iOS Development: Mac only, Android: Windows or 

Mac in MonoDevelop or Visual Studio Plug-In 
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MonoTouch 

 Creates native iOS byte-code, no JIT  

 Use of the .NET class libraries, System.Data, 

System.Drawing, System.WebServices, … 

 .NET 3.x, .NET 4.0, … 

 .NET framework reduced in size (linking) 

 Bindings to Apple‘s iOS APIs, 3rd party bindings 
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MonoTouch 

 MonoDevelop on Mac OS-X 

 Integration with Apple X-Code IDE (e.g. XIB) 

 In theory development in MS Visual Studio 

(Windows Desktop) possible  

 C# code compatible with Visual Studio 

 Accepted in the Apple AppStore 

 Native iPhone, iPad UI elements (Apple UIKit) 

 No access to Windows.Forms or WPF (yet)! 
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Mono for Android 

 Execution in alternative VM on the  

device (Java code is also running  

in „Dalvik“ VM on the device)  

 Benefits in both performance and battery life 

compared to Android Java applications 

 

 http://blog.xamarin.com/2012/05/01/android-in-c-

sharp/ 
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Mono for Android 

 „Over and over we came back to the basics: 

Dalvik is a young virtual machine, it is not as 

performant or tuned as Mono and suffers from 

many of Java’s performance limitations without 

the benefit of the high-end optimizations from 

Oracle’s HotSpot. One crazy idea that the team 

had at that dinner was to translate Android’s 

source code to C#. Android would benefit from 

C# performance features like structures, 

P/Invoke, real generics and our more mature 

runtime.” 
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Demo 

 MonoDevelop IDE 

 Project properties 

 Simple project, simulator, debugger 

 MonoTouch.Dialog sample 

 Sports2000 Demo application with 

SmartComponent Library backend and 

OpenEdge BPM integration 
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Communication with OpenEdge Backend 

 Web Services 

 FUSE, ApacheMQ via .NET Stomp Adapter, 

0MQ 

 TCP/IP 

 http/https (WebSpeed) 

 file up/download (e.g. FTP, DropBox) 
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OERA – OpenEdge Reference Architecture 
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Presentation Enterprise Services 

Business Components 

Data Access 

Data Sources 



OERA Backend Generator 
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Integration with OERA Framework 

 Communication with OERA Service Interface 

 Web Services Adapter maintenance via plug-in 

into the Business Entity Designer 

 Use of the same Business Entities und Business 

Tasks as the desktop applikation 

– RetrieveData, UpdateData, InvokeMethod, 

CommitTask 

 Generation of C# Datasets (from XML Schema) 

 Generation of model-classes (MVC pattern) 

 Eventually generation of UI‘s (use of .NET 

reflection API as used by MonoTouch.Dialog) 39 



Design for portable development 

 MVC Pattern or similar approach 

 UI elements not compatible between iOS, 

Android and WP7 (!) 

 controller logic can and should be portable 

 model code can be kept portable 

 most framework code may be kept portable 

 realization of a similar class framework as in the 

ABL GUI framework to simplify usage by 

developer (framework code, data access, data 

adapter classes, context managements…) 
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Frontend Framework components 
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model classes, controller classes 

UI services 

framework data access: Service Adapter for  

backend access and local SQL databases 

plattform specific implementation of  

framework services, e.g.: configuration, database 

access 

framework services: session management, 

service mediation, error handling, logging 

UI 



Encapsulate UI Services for controller 
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 class iOS Classv iew

WaitStateManager

+ ClearWaitState() : void

+ SetWaitState() : void

notes

iOS Implementation of WaitState Indicator

«interface»

IWaitStateManager

+ ClearWaitState() : void

+ SetWaitState() : void

notes

Generic Methods for WaitState Indication

«interface»

IMessageForm

+ AskQuestion(string, Button[]) : DialogResult

+ ShowMessageBox(string, string) : void

notes

Generic Methods for message box 

implementation

MessageForm

+ AskQuestion(string, Button[]) : DialogResult

+ ShowMessageBox(string, string) : void

notes

iOS Implementation of MessageForm



ServiceContainer model for mediation 

oServiceContainer:AddService (typeof 

(IWaitStateManager), new WaitStateManager()) 
 

(IWaitStateManager)oServiceContainer:GetService 

(typeof (IWaitStateManager)) 
 

 Mediate access between platform dependent and 

independent code / framework elements 

 Platform specific services are accessed using 

Interface types as the reference 

 Loosely coupled components, simple to test 
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Initialization of the specific services 
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Global 

ServiceContainer 

Initialization of ServiceAdapter 

with AppServer URL and XML 

name space (Web Services) 

common Interface, 

platform specific 

implementation 



Initialization of adapter for BusinessEntity 
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Entity Name,  

Entity Table, 

strongly typed Dataset reference  

async request,  

Event Handler for call 

completion (async or  sync) 



Data-Request 
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API similar to our ABL  

GUI for .NET API  

(SmartComponent Library) 

ABL QueryString as query 

language 



Activity notification – platform independent 
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Access to central UI 

service 

Toggle iPhone‘s 

version of the hour 

glass (throbber) 
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3 mobile platforms, 1 language 

 C# code offers unique possibility to reuse code 

or libraries on 

– iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch 

– Android 

– Windows Phone 7 

 Native UIs (best UI possible on target device) 

 Reuse of model and controller, as well as 

framework code  

 A lot of great open-source code in forums and 

wikis, printed literature 
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Advantages C# / Mono 

 Usage of existing .NET and C# know-how on 
mobile platforms 

– .NET more relevant in OpenEdge community than 

Objective C 

– Objective C Mix of C and Smalltalk, not C++ 

 Simplified entry into mobile development 

 More modern language than Objective C: 

– Automatic Garbage Collection 

– Multicast Events 

– Reflection API 

 .NET Framework unbeaten in functionality 
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Questions 
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